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This paper considers the criteria for diff erentiating between stamukhas and grounded hummocks, and 
proposes a refi ned defi nition for the term “stamukha”. Sail height to keel depth ratio is a fundamental parameter 
of stamukhas. According to the data obtained in expeditions participated by the authors, this ratio for stamukhas 
is within the range of 0.6–1.8 for the Arctic shelf and of 0.4–1.5 for the Caspian Sea. The specifi cs of the study 
of stamukhas and complementarity of diff erent research techniques are considered. Experiments based on the 
partial destruction of stamukha sail by thermal cutting of ice are proposed. The latter is used to prepare the 
conditions for ice-coring in hard-to-reach zones of stamukha, primarily from the consolidated layer, for tex-
tural and structural analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

Comprehensive studies of large hummocked sea 
ice features, such as pressure ridges and stamukhas, 
including analysis of their internal structure and ap-
proaches for evaluation of patterns in morphometric 
characteristics, are becoming increasingly topical in 
the context of expanding economic activities in the 
Arctic. Being impressively large ice features and con-
stantly afloat, pressure ridges pose a navigational 
threat to off shore engineering infrastructure and ma-
rine operations. Let alone the time of the season when 
stamukhas, having a larger mass, are moved off  the sea 
bed surface and set afl oat and become none the less 
hazardous. When determining admissible loading on 
the off shore structures to design appropriate protec-
tion against such environmental hasards, one requires 
knowledge of geometry of such ice features, porosity 
(relative content of voids in ice ridges), thickness of 
the consolidated layer (CL), etc., which are generally 
inferred from a comprehensive analysis of diff erent 
factors using tools, methodologies and techniques 
that are based on diff erent physical principles. Nu-
merous studies of physical, mechanical, and other 
properties of ice have been conducted over the past 
three decades both in Russia and abroad [Astafyev et 
al., 1997; Timco, Burden, 1997; Zubakin, 2006; Strub-
Klein, Sudom, 2012]. The Arctic shelf development 
requires basic scientifi c knowledge about the ice cov-
er structure in the region, thus accentuating the rel-
evance of such research.

An ice ridge (or pressure ridge) feature  represents 
haphazardly hummocked sea ice fragments (for ced 
upwards by pressure) being afl oat and partially fro zen 

together [Bushuev et al., 1974; Borodachev et al., 1994; 
WMO Sea Ice Nomenclature..., 1970–2017]. Pioneer-
ing eff orts to conceptualize their phenomenon were 
made back in 1899 by Admiral S.O. Makarov who stu-
died ridges by drilling from the Yermak icebreaker to 
determine their draft (sagging) and structure. Aerial 
surveys of sea ice started in the 1930s were subsequ-
ent ly complemented with instrumental methods in 
the 1970s. The two main approaches for obtaining da-
ta on the size and shape of ridges [Timco,  Burden, 1997] 
are: continuous scanning of the ice surface and discrete 
measurements of specifi c ice feature. The application 
of continuous laser scanning technology using a pro-
fi lometer or sonar, which also involves capturing of 
aerial photography, can readily provide information 
on the spatial location of ridges and their ori entation, 
as well as outlines of the sail and keel. This, however, 
allows examining only one side (either above-surface 
or underwater) of the ice sheet, while accurate visual-
ization of the shape of the sail and keel of individual 
ridges is not feasible. Alternatively, because of being 
highly labor-intensive, direct measurements of indi-
vidual ice ridge that provide detailed information 
about its shape and structure, cannot be performed on 
a massive scale. Using research methods ap plicable to 
common ridges to study stamukhas’ struc  ture does 
pro vide additional challenges stemming from the 
their slopes confi guration (often being vertical walls) 
and the impossibility to examine lower boundary of 
the ice keel of sta mu khas residing on sea bed.

The purpose of this work is to initiate a discus-
sion on the problem of terminology and methods of 
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comprehensive fi eld studies of the morphometric and 
internal structural characteristics of stamukhas.

THE NOTION OF STAMUKHA 

Recent rapid growth of scientifi c research in this 
fi eld has been causing certain problems in defi nitions 
and research vocabularly [Borodachev et al., 1994]. 
Oftentimes, scientists and customers commissioning 
reseach use the same terms to identify diff erent con-
cepts (and vise versa). This phenomenon may be ex-
emplifi ed by stamukhas (Fig. 1, Fig. 2, a), whose defi -
nitions offered by diverse groups of authors differ 
largely. Bushuev and coauthors [1974] definine 
stamukha is “a hummocked grounded ice formation” 
(p. 54). According to [Kotlyakov, 1984], stamukha is 
a grounded (or sitting aground on a shoal) pressure 
ridge feature. It usually forms from the remains of 
landfast ice (sea ice rubble) accreted to fl oebergs and 
ridged ice floes that have riden over the ground. 
Stamukhas are differentiated from other types of 
ridges by greater height (10 m and more) and steep 
slopes on the side facing the direction of ice drift. In 
the explanatory dictionary by T.F. Efremova [2000], 
stamukha is defi ned as a pressure ridge formed from 
a  single ice floe or chain of ice floes stranded on 

the shoal. In the Large Explanatory dictionary by 
S.A. Kuznetsov [2000], “stamukha” means a large ice 
fl oe driven aground by the sea current. According to 
[Large Encyclopedical Dictionary, 2001], stamukha is 
a separate block or slab of sea ice that is grounded. 
The interpretation given by the Geographical Ency-
clopedia [http://slovariki.org] is as follows: stamukha 
is a grounded accumulation of sea ice rubble that 
typically develops along the boundary between fast 
ice and the drifting pack ice, or becomes incorporated 
into the fast ice, which is distinguished from other 
hummocked ice ridges by a ridge hight of 10 m and 
more, and by steep slopes. Borodachev and coauthors 
[1994] defi ne stamukha as a large pileup of deformed 
sea ice that is grounded on sea bed in water depths of 
up to 30 m and more and rising above water to a 
height of 10 m or more. Croasdale and colleagues 
[Croasdale et al., 2013] defi ne stamukha as a large ice 
feature that rises several meters above the surround-
ing ice. P.I. Bukharitsin, the founder of sea ice regime 
investigation in the Caspian Sea, distinguishes three 
types of stamukhas: single, ring-shaped and chained 
stamulkhas [Bukharitsin, 1984].

The Sea Ice Nomenclature of the world meteoro-
logical organization (WMO) explains the term 
“grounded hummock” as a hummocked grounded ice 

Fig. 1. Stamukhas in the Laptev Sea (а) and Caspian Sea (b).
Photographs by E.I. Makarov and A.B. Tyuryakov (AARI).

Fig. 2. Cross-section of stamukha (а) and grounded ridge (b) according to the drilling data.
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formation [WMO…, 1970–2017]. When translated 
into Russian, this grounded hummock turns into 
stamukha, thereby leading to confusion. A more ap-
propriate translation of this term would be “grounded 
ridge”, which is often used by the Russian researchers 
to defi ne this type of ice formations. Figure 2, b shows 
a typical drilling profi le of a grounded pressure ridge. 
Eff ectively, a pressure ridge that runs aground keeps 
being referred to as a ridge, the same as a ship that has 
run aground is still a ship. There is therefore no rea-
son to consider a grounded ridge to be a stamukha.

Yet, all these defi nitions to some extent have ei-
ther unjustifi ed constrains, or ambiguous interpreta-
tion and represent stamukha viewed primarily as a 
navigational threat (impassible obstacles). From the 
standpoint of the nature of its formation, the existing 
concept of “stamukha” may accordingly be divided 
into three diff erent ice features:

1) stranded aground ice fl oe;
2) grounded ridge;
3) stamukha proper, which forms as a result of 

ice rubble piling up over the grounded ridge.
Neither fl oe, nor block of ice, nor iceberg that is 

aground can be declared to be stamukha, inasmuch as 
each of them represents a monolithic object.

A grounded ridge touches the sea bed in one or 
more points of the keel, thus anchoring the drifting 
ice fl oe it is located on. The fi tures allowing to diff er-
entiate between a grounded ridge and stamukha are: 

1. The ratio of the keel depth of a grounded ridge 
(which is basically equated with the water column 
height at its location) to its sail height, which is 2−5 
for grounded ridges (on average, around 3), while it is 
always less than 2 for stamukhas.

2. Configuration of the above water part of a 
grounded ridge, which correlates with the shape of 
pressure ridges formed in off shore areas with suffi  -
cient depth, showing up as a small ridge or haphazard 
ice piling. Stamukhas most often have either distinct-
ly oval shape or bears an aspect of a long ridge with 
high, almost vertically raised edges.

3. Tidal cracks observed along the edges, which 
may be absent from grounded ridges, while stamukhas 
almost always have them.

4. Samukhas oftentimes develop large faults in 
the sail.

The keel to sail ratio is known to be a fundamen-
tal parameter of stamukhas. According to the data 
obtained during expeditions (with participation of 
one of the authors of this article), this value varies 
within 0.6–1.8 (on average 1.1–1.2) for the Russian 
Arctic shelf and 0.4–1.5 (on average 0.8–0.9) for the 
Caspian sea. Surkov notes that this ratio is usually 
1–2, averaging 1.2–1.6 for diff erent regions [Surkov, 
Truskov, 1995; Surkov et al., 2002]. Alternatively, this 
ratio for the Caspian sea is estimated as 0.39–0.95 in 
[Barker, Croasdale, 2004].

While preparing this paper, the authors were of 
mixed opinions as to whether or not exemplify the 

defi nition of stamukha with specifi c numbers. We fi -
nally agreed to limit ourselves to their quality cha-
racteristics alone. Besides, we would rather skip de-
scriptions of physical process of the formation of 
stamukhas.

In our opinion, the following defi nition would be 
most appropriate: stamukha is a hummocked ice fea-
ture formed from accumulation of broken ice blocks 
while the ridge keel was in contact with sea bed and is 
partially frozen together, which is run aground and is 
distinguished by a low keel/sail ratio, steep sail slopes 
and complex exterior and underwater confi guration. 
Unlike stamukhas, grounded ice ridge which initially 
formed without direct contact with sea bed and became 
subsequently stranded on a shoal, with the process of 
ridging (which implies developing specifi c confi gura-
tion of the sail and keel, and characteristic relationship 
between the keel depth and sail height) coming to a 
dead halt. 

As such, the scenario for stamukhas forming in 
shallow waters of the Caspian Sea is described by Bu-
kharitsin [2019]. During the initial period, inceptive 
internal layers of stamukha form from thin and small 
fragments. As the freezing degree-days accumulate 
in concert with the thermally-induced process of ice 
aggradation, another layer is formed during the sub-
sequent motion of ice masses, which exceeds the pre-
vious one both in height and extent, as well as in size 
of ice fragments acting as building blocks. In old 
stamukhas, there may be several layers thus formed 
over the winter season. Due to the fact that in such a 
multi-layered hummocked formation, fragments of 
ice fl oes become stuff ed until they fi ll the water co-
lumn height completely, from surface to bottom, 
while during further ice mass motion, the ice field 
may not necessarily be broken into small pieces, slow-
ly piling up instead and gradually heaving over the 
water surface, and thereby forming an ice dome. As 
the ice fi eld continues to creep onto the inner layers 
of stamukha, the ice dome becomes increasingly 
steeper and fi nally bursts out, thereby forcing huge 
ice blocks to stand up almost vertically, which some-
times become upturned, thus producing the exterior, 
most prominent layer of the stamukha.

RESEARCH METHODS 
FOR STAMUKHAS INVESTIGATION 

Stamukha is an intricate ice formation. On the 
one hand, it poses a serious threat to navigation, on 
the other hand it can serve as a protection against the 
pressure from drifting ice and even as a basis for man-
made ice structures. Because of the bulky setup of 
stamukha (heavy sail, its being anchored in sea bed, 
and its extent often measuring hundreds of meters) 
its study is always challenging, cost- and time-inten-
sive. The study of stamukha requires a comprehensive 
approach and involves diff erent methods allowing to 
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build three-dimensional models, profi les of blocks at-
titude within the stamukha body; to evaluate interac-
tions between the keel and sea bed; and to obtain 
physical parameters of ice in the sail, CL, and keel.

The thermal drilling method is traditionally used 
as underlying in the study of stamukhas, since it pro-
vides most valuable information about its internal 
struc ture. Although the external dimensions of sta-
mukha can also be generally inferred from the ther-
mal drilling data, this information will be incomplete 
because of the limited number of transverse profi les 
across it. The latter can be successfully complement-
ed by the data obtained using a sonar, geodetic survey 
and (or) aerial photography, which provide the spa-
tial coordinates for the stamukha surface area. This 
enables estimation of its geometry, size, and volume. 
Application of electromagnetic techniques (EM31 
Ice meter) to measuring ice thickness provides valu-
able digital information about the thickness of the 
surrounding level ice. Confi dent delineation of the 
ice/ground interface while drilling can be ensured by 
using thermal drills capable of recording the meltwa-
ter temperature or transparency, since these parame-
ters change essentially in the succeeding media (from 
ice to ground) [Kharitonov, Morev, 2009].

However, the researcher sees the external di-
mensions and shape of the ridge keel obtained using 
thermal drilling and sonar as “read from the tool”, i.e. 
through his/her perception of digital information. 
Using an underwater television vehicle in this case is 
invaluable addition allowing to see the stamukha keel 
with your “own eyes”. This technique provide for dis-
covery of some features of the keel (both geometric 
and structural) hitherto remained unnoticed (and 
hence understudied) by other methods. 

The core sampling method followed by the ice 
feature analysis (i.e. its structural and physical prop-
erties) fails to represent stamukha’s metric parame-
ters in full, rather it provides point-to-point charac-
teristics, which however allow to obtain distribution 

of the physical parameters of ice within its body 
(mainly in the consolidated layer), and to reconstruct 
the process of ridging.

Determining the lower boundary of CL is one of 
major challenges in the study of pressure ridge forma-
tions, since it never appears distinctly expressed un-
der natural conditions. The thermal drilling data and 
core sampling combined with temperature and salin-
ity distributions within the body of ice ridge or sta-
mu kha, and indentation test data (local ice strength) 
enable delineation of the CL boundaries with greater 
confi dence. It stands to reason that both the sampling 
si tes to recover cores for diff erent analyses and loca-
tion for measuring local ice strength (i.e. crushing 
strength of ice) are selected after thermal drilling 
whose results can serve as a basis for planning further 
investigations of individual ice-ridge (hummocked) 
formation. The core sampling sites are recommended 
to be placed at a distance of 0.3–1.0 m from the ther-
mal drill holes. 

When studying ridged features using the water-
jet drilling technique, one should take into account 
that drilling too many holes within a small area will 
prime signifi cant amount of heated water for accumu-
lation under the ice, thereby causing the basal part of 
the keel to melt.

A study of ice with particular focus on sta-
mukhas, will requier specifi c arrangements for experi-
ments. First, a drilling platform is prepared in the 
middle part of an oval-shaped stamukha (e.g., in 
Fig. 1) for placement of a hot-water ice core drilling 
system, which, ideally (to meet the work safety re-
quirements), is placed on the upper surface of CL 
(Fig. 3). Then core sampling from CL for structural 
and textural analyses is performed along with experi-
ments for estimating the local strength of CL and the 
unconsolidated portion of the keel, since this zone 
which is exposed to pressures exerted by the sail ice 
mass, might be less porous than in hummocks, and 
more (or less) frozen together.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the experimental study of stamukha keel structure and strength. 
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Using ice cutter, an incision is made (with re-
moval of cut out blocks) in the sail portion which ap-
pears most interesting from the perspective of the 
origin of stamukha. For safety of the operations, it 
should be cut out on the sail edge. After removing the 
cut out portion of the sail, the wall of the section is 
photographed, to allow estimation of the sail porosity 
from the relative area occupied by ice blocks in the 
photographs.

Other activities essential for in-depth investiga-
tion of stamukhas include: conducting a series of 
oceanographic works along with bottom measure-
ments in the vicinity of stamukha; soil sampling; ob-
taining meteorological data for characterization of 
weather conditions of the study area during previous 
periods, starting from inception of ice formation.

Ice motion and subsequent ridging are accompa-
nied by a wide range of vibrations and waves scatter-
ing in the ice cover [Smirnov et al., 2017]. The vibra-
tion-induced processes in the ice surrounding sta mu-
kha and within it are of particular interest. Estimation 
of ice oscillations gained from dimensions of the ice 
feature, sizes of the constituent blocks, the area and 
mechanism of the basal part of the stamukha attach-
ing to the sea bed, the extent of the stamukha’s sail 
and keel are frozen together, tidal processes, etc., can 
provide information about stamukhas’ “longevity” 
and stages of their degradation. 

CONCLUSION

Given that research into ice ridges and sta-
mukhas abounding on the Arctic shelf is advancing, 
this requires developing novel approaches and state 
of the art techniques, next to traditionally involved 
methods: thermal drilling for comprehensive study of 
the ridged features; ice-core recovery to determine 
the structure, texture, and physical and mechanical 
properties of ice; indention technique for evaluation 
of local ice strength; as well as underwater television 
vehicle and sonar, geodetic survey and aerial photog-
raphy with the use of unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs). A comprehensive study of hummocked ice 
formations using these methods provides way more 
complete information about their internal struc  ture 
and properties.

The proposed defi nitions for the terms “stamu-
kha” and “grounded ridge” refl ect the diff erentiation 
between their quality characteristics. By reducing 
the number of studied stamukhas, this research meth-
od allows obtaining more qualitative information 
about their internal structure. In some cases, howev-
er, the widely used quantitative approach involving 
maximum possible number of stamukhas investigated 
within a limited time, would be also feasible.

The authors express their sincere thanks to Dr. 
E.U. Mironov for his valuable critical comments on the 

proposed defi nition of stamukha, and to the AARI Sea 
Ice Regime and Forecasts Department staff  for their 
participation in the discussions on this topic. 
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